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Obesity has many angles to its cause. Epidemiological works on diets and diet components show that
obesity and other metabolic diseases are controlled to a large extent with proper diet and lifestyle. Most
works with plant-based diets are noteworthy; they stimulate mechanisms in the host that proffer health,
either through calorie restrictive pathways and the positive stimulation of the gut-brain cross-talks
through fiber fermentation. Due to the heterogeneity of individuals, no one solution is fitting; therefore
dieticians are partnering with other scientists to promote Precision nutrition that considers individual
differences in the host’s gene pool and healthy daily calorie intake. Such patterned diet help prevent
obesity and maintain healthy weights by supplying more nutritional, low-energy dense diet components
and minimal high-energy dense components that aid the accumulation of excess fatty acids and forming
obese conditions. Examples of similar wholesome food patterns are the Healthy Mediterranean-Style
Eating system (HMSE) and Dietary Approaches to Stop Hypertension (DASH). A road map is already in the
design stage by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Nutrition Research Task Force and is promissory.
Keywords: Precision nutrition; Obesity; Gut-microbiota; Wholesome diets; Healthy Mediterranean-Style
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Introduction

Diet is a major pivot for human health; its influence could be positively central, supplying
needed and adequate amounts of nutrients and energy, or negatively extreme, in terms of
undernutrition or overnutrition [1]. Malnutrition, poor lifestyle, susceptible host gene pool,
and altered gut microbes are responsible for the increased rates of diet-induced diseases
globally [2,3]. The detailed interaction between host gene pool, diet type, and gut microbes
are important components in precision nutrition studies, which considers differences in
host-nutrient-energy interactions. WHO [4] estimated that in 2016 alone, 650 million adults
were obese, a subset of the larger 1.9 billion overweight adults. Overweight conditions are
responsible for about 4 million deaths annually. Sixty percent and forty percent of this number
are obese and non-obese victims, respectively, according to collaborators that worked on the
2015 global burden of diseases study [2].
A retrospective four-year study conducted by Mozaffarian et al. [5] with 120, 877 male
and female volunteers, noted that the consistent consumption of high calorie diets is the major
culprit for weight gain. In contrast, the consumption of low energy diets made for weight loss
amongst the participants. All participants were free of metabolic diseases and non-obese at
baseline. The study added that diet-independent lifestyles also influenced weight. Both the
WHO [4] and Mozaffarian et al. [5] studies highlight the dangers of inappropriate weight
increase in hosts, even without obesogenic phenotype, when energy balance is tilted to favour
less expenditure and more storage, ectopic fatty acids storage results in weight gain.
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An obese condition is characterized by increased adipokine
secretions, increased secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines,
impaired insulin signaling, insulin resistance, organ metabolic
dysfunction and reduced gut microbial diversity [6-8]. Reversal
of obesity effects with diet change is possible, although at a very
slow rate- the initial size of adiposity (weight) directly affects
reduction rates. Hall et al. [9] stipulated that an average observable
weight change could take not less than one year. We reiterate the
importance of proper dieting for the prevention of diseases and
maintenance of health.

Discussion

There have been numerous attempts at solving, in the safest
form, obesity and its related ailments through the use of single
bioactive substances from health-giving diets. Many excellent
results derived from murine studies have been recounted in human
clinical trials with inconsistencies [10]; however, precision nutrition
is a diet advisory fashioned after traditional eastern diets that rely
mainly on plant-based diet components; known for their positive
health effects [11,12]. Although there is still no consensus definition
for precision nutrition, its emergence seeks dynamic nutritional
recommendation that utilizes wholesome diets and considers the
internal and external changes in the energy parameters of a host.
So, how does a wholesome diet work against obesity? Being a
mix of different health-giving bioactive components, they modulate
mechanisms that ensure lipolysis. One route by which it confers
healthier weight in a host is its offering of reduced (but more
nutritional) energy contents [13]. The Dietary Approaches to Stop
Hypertension (DASH-75% low-dense energy components) and
Healthy Mediterranean-Style Eating system (HMSE-60-70% lowdense energy components) are examples of precision nutrition
diets [13]. The work of Smith et al. [14] with 124 participants saw
36% reductions in weight and BMI values for groups receiving
DASH and DASH plus exercise in just four months.

Precision nutrition regulate overlapping calorie restriction
mechanisms (pathways) like the AMPK, SIRT1, PPARs, IGF/insulin,
and mTOR to achieve energy homeostasis. Another important

aspect is their ability to stimulate gut microbes that regulate
energy balance by influencing the brain signaling systems via
intestinal secretion of neurotransmitters and neuropeptides,
which in turn influence, amongst others, food consumption [15].
The consumption of wholesome diets increases gut microbial
diversity; modulates intestinal by-products (short-chain fatty
acids-SCFAs); elicits hormonal signals and regulates energy
homeostasis [3,11,16]. Adherence to healthier energy supplies via
precision nutrition ensures that the structure, composition, and
function of the positively remodeled gut microbes are maintained
[3]. Romaguera and colleagues [17] who worked with over 300,000
participants from 10 EU countries in a 5-year study, noted that
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participants, who adhered to the HMSE diet had reduced chances
of regaining weight.

Conclusion

In conclusion, with the commissioning of the National
Institutes of Health (NIH) Nutrition Research Task Force with the
task of remodeling precision nutrition template as part of precision
medicine, the committee seeks to achieve its goals through the
synergistic cooperation of several disciplines [18]. The template
would birth the synergy of knowledge and technologies, better
elucidation of various components and interactions between
humans, genes, nutrition, and health [19]. The search for a better
life revolves around better health. One advantage with flexible
energy-giving diet components is their possible utilization in
the prevention of obesity (and other metabolic diseases) and
maintenance of healthy weight. The key to sustained positive
results is consistency and adoption of a positive lifestyle [5,9,16].
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